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Abstract 
This study is an examination of participants’ (N=31) completion of simple visual-
targeting and visual-tracking tasks while listening to a variety of auditory stimuli. By 
controlling the visual task and manipulating the auditory stimuli, characteristics that 
cause deficits in performance on visual tasks were explored. The design of the visual task 
minimized the task’s respective cognitive load and the visual task’s repetitive nature 
created a familiar, if not automatic, cognitive process. Characteristics of the audio stimuli 
were designed to increase in complexity and level of engagement. This study provides 
evidence of cross-modal competition between auditory and visual modalities resulting in 
performance deficits on a low-load visual task. It provides further evidence that 
attentional resources are shared among sensory modalities. The characteristic most 
responsible for performance deficits in the visual task was level of engagement with the 
audio stimulus. The relationship between level of engagement and performance remains 
unclear with results showing both facilitative and inhibitory effects on speed and 
accuracy. 
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Everyday tasks require us to attend to stimuli in the environment. Perception of 
environmental stimuli is automatic; we are constantly attending to the world around us. It 
is common to attempt to divide attention between two or more tasks (e.g., reading while 
listening to music, watching television while knitting, talking while eating, or applying 
make-up while driving). Even an ordinary task such as watching television requires 
attending to visual and auditory information (and sometimes gustatory and olfactory if 
eating is involved). Any time we attempt to do two things at once, or are processing more 
than one environmental stimulus, we are diving our attention. Technologies and 
innovations such as cell phones, portable audio players, and GPS navigation systems are 
often designed to make tasks in life easier, more efficient, or more enjoyable. However, 
the benefits of these technological advancements may come at costs to our attention. 
Failure to adequately attend to important environmental stimuli due to distracting or 
competing stimuli may in turn lead to deficits in task performance. It is important to 
explore the ability to divide and distribute attention because of the implications for nearly 
every aspect of daily life at work, at school, at home, and at play.  
Theories of Attention 
The distribution of attentional resources is based on incoming environmental 
stimuli experienced through the five sensory modalities: auditory, visual, gustatory, 
olfactory, and somatosensory. According to the perceptual load model (Lavie, 1995; 
Lavie & Tsal, 1994), the predominating theory on attentional competition, more salient or 
attentionally demanding stimuli will require more attentional resources (cf., attentional 
load hypothesis, Rapp & Hendel, 2003). Additionally, attention is an automatic process 
(Tellinghusen & Nowak, 2003) and it is widely believed that attentional resources are 
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limited (Sinnett, Costa, & Soto-Faraco, 2006). Due to this limitation it is only possible to 
perform multiple tasks efficiently if the tasks do not, in combination, demand more 
attentional resources than are available in short-term memory (Reisberg, 2006).  
In addition to limited attentional resources, there may be cognitive mechanisms 
allocating modality specific resources. In other words there may exist attentional 
resources available to one modality that are not available to another. Wickens’ (1980, 
1984) multiple-resource model hypothesizes that attentional resources are allocated to 
specific cognitive processes. More specifically, he identified independent cognitive tasks 
that rely on different cognitive resources: encoding vs. responding (processing stages), 
spatial and verbal (processing coding), visual and auditory (input), and vocal vs. manual 
(output). Rapp and Hendel (2003) state research on attention has historically examined 
whether attention is either modality specific or cross-modally allocated. Evidence of 
cross-modal competition is interpreted as evidence that attentional resources are shared 
among sensory modalities. Rapp and Hendel state the research supports “that both 
modality specific and cross-modal attentional mechanisms exist” (p. 210). They further 
add to these theories their levels-of-representation hypothesis which differentiates 
perceptual versus semantic representations of stimuli and proposes that competition for 
attentional resources should be greater when multiple stimuli direct attention at the same 
level of representation than when multiple stimuli direct attention at different levels of 
representation. Thus not only are attentional resources limited, they are affected by 
overall perceptual load and may have separate within-modal and cross-modal 
mechanisms to allocate resources. Additionally, processing multiple tasks, regardless of 
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within-modal or cross-modal competition, may be more difficult if they are within the 
same level of representation. 
Evidence of Cross-Modal Competition 
 Rees, Firth, and Lavie (2001) suggest that the perceptual load model doesn’t hold 
cross-modally and furthermore, attentional resources within the perceptual load model 
are modally specific. Tellinghuisen and Nowak (2003) reported findings of cross-modal 
competition that contrast with Rees et al.’s conjecture.  Tellinghuisen and Nowak 
reported mixed findings regarding the perceptual load model of attention. They used a 
visual response competition paradigm in which participants searched circular clusters of 
letters for one of two target letters while ignoring peripherally presented distractors 
(either visual or auditory). They found that response-compatible auditory distractors 
tended to prime responses to visual stimuli whereas response-incompatible auditory 
distractors produced costs in terms of response time and accuracy. Visual distractors, 
however, produced only costs or had no effect. They claimed their data doesn’t support 
the perceptual load model for cross-modal tasks when targets are visual and distractors 
are auditory. The perceptual load model predicts greater distraction in low-load situations 
than high-load situations (Lavie, 1995). According to the model, spare attentional 
resources would be automatically allocated to the processing of distractors, which would 
cause increased failures in the visual task. Other studies have also shown that cross-
modal stimuli can be either facilitating or inhibitory (e.g., Sinnett, Soto-Faraco, & 
Spence, 2008). 
Vohn et al. (2007) conducted an fMRI study in an effort to identify areas of the 
brain associated with within-modal and cross-modal competition for attentional 
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resources. They examined 16 male participants engaging in two within-modal tasks 
(auditory/auditory, visual/visual) and one cross-modal task (auditory/visual). The 
researchers reasoned that if Wickens’ multiple-resource model was correct they should 
see more frontal cortical activation during within-modal tasks. However, more frontal 
activation during the cross-modal task was found. They also found more right hemisphere 
cingulate activation in the cross-modal task. The cingulate is known as the central part of 
executive attention. The researchers concluded that the observed cigulate activation was 
likely caused by the cross-modal nature of the task and not simply increased difficulty. 
They also found increased activation of the anterior cigulate gyrus and the thalamus in 
the cross-modal task. The thalamus is known to operate as a gating system among the 
anterior cingulate, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the inferior parietal cortex, and the 
noradrenergic brain stem part of the reticular activation system. Increased activation of 
the anterior cingulate gyrus and the thalamus in the cross-modal task reflects a higher 
demand on this gating system. Vohn et al.’s study, therefore, indicates neurological 
evidence of the sharing of attentional resources across modalities and that cross-modal 
competition for attentional resources may be due to the limitations cause by specific 
functions of brain structures (e.g., gating).  
In another study involving the cross modality relationship between audio and 
visual processing, Shams, Kamitani, and Shimojo (2000) found that visual perception 
could be manipulated by audio stimuli. Using an illuminated disk they were able to create 
the illusion of flashing when accompanied by multiple auditory beeps. They concluded 
this illusion is caused by an alteration of visual perception by auditory stimuli. 
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Interestingly, they were unable to create a fusing effect when multiple visual flashes were 
accompanied by a single auditory beep.  
Driving Studies  
While some researchers have tested the theoretical validity of attentional theories 
and debated modal-specificity vs. cross-modality of attentional resources, others have 
conducted more real-world experiments involving competition between the visual and 
auditory modalities. In a number of cross-modal experiments involving driving, auditory 
and visual modalities have been found to compete for attentional resources (Lee, Caven, 
Haake, & Brown, 2001; Strayer, Drews, & Johnston, 2003; Strayer & Johnston, 2001). 
Using driving simulation tasks, researchers have explored the effects of cell phone usage 
on visual attention (Strayer et al., 2003; Strayer & Johnston, 2001). In a computerized 
driving simulation, Strayer and Johnston (2001) had participants use a joystick to “steer” 
and a button to “brake” in response to virtual traffic signals that flashed red or green 
indicating stop and go, respectively. Each participant first completed the driving task 
without distractions (N = 48), then completed the task in one of three ways: using a 
handheld cell phone, using a hands-free cell phone, or listening to the radio. In a second 
experiment, Strayer and Johnston (2001) used the same driving simulation but instead of 
engaging in a conversation, participants (N = 24) either repeated or generated words in 
response to an auditory stimulus. In both experiments, researchers observed deficits in 
visual task performance due to competing auditory stimuli: Participants missed twice as 
many simulated traffic signals and took longer to react to those signals than participants 
who did not engage in cell phone conversations. Additionally, Strayer and Johnston 
found that physical manipulation of a cell phone did not solely account for the deficits in 
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performance, suggesting that the conversation itself contributed to the decrease in 
performance on the visual tasks.  
In a study with increased ecological validity, Strayer, Drews, and Johnston (2003) 
used a high-fidelity driving simulator to test the effects of cell phone conversations on 
attention to external environmental stimuli (i.e., billboards, traffic signs, and pace car) in 
driving situations with a low density versus high density of peripheral stimuli (i.e., cars). 
They found that in each condition cell phone conversations impaired driving 
performance. They also found that cell phone conversations caused impaired detection 
and reaction to traffic signals, sluggish reactions to brake lights, and impaired recognition 
memory for visually attended objects. They concluded that conversing appears to alter 
the way drivers attend to stimuli in the environment.  
In a meta-analysis of 23 studies on the impact of cell phone conversations on 
driving, Horrey and Wickens (2006) found clear costs to driving performance when 
engaging in cell phone conversations. Horrey and Wickens found costs to performance 
were primarily associated with slower response time to stimuli. They found such costs 
were to a much lesser extent due to tracking performance tasks such as lane keeping. 
They argued that tracking performance tasks may be fairly automatic and therefore 
require fewer attentional resources.  
In a study exploring the effects of hands-free technology on visual performance 
tasks Lee, Caven, Haake, and Brown (2001) showed that drivers’ performance suffered 
when using an in-car email system with a speech-based interface. The researchers used a 
medium-fidelity driving simulator and varied the complexity of both the email system 
and the driving environment using a within/between subject design (N = 24). Interfacing 
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with the email system while driving negatively affected drivers’ responses to a braking 
lead vehicle. Increasing the complexity of the environment resulted in the same deficits in 
drivers’ responses. Strayer et al. (2003) also observed this effect in cell phone usage; as 
the complexity of the visual distractions increased (i.e., increase in peripheral traffic 
density) impairments became more pronounced and participants were more likely to be 
involved in traffic accidents. Strayer and Johnston (2001) also found that active cognitive 
processes in response to auditory stimuli caused impairment in visual tasks. Even 
processes once thought to be automatic have been shown to utilize attentional resources 
and suffer impairment when stimuli compete for resources (Sinnett, Costa, Soto-Faraco, 
2006). 
Accounting for Deficits in Visual Tasks 
It has been difficult to parse out which aspects of auditory stimuli, or responses to 
auditory stimuli, account for deficits in visual attention tasks. Lee et al. (2001) mentioned 
that, although communication with a computerized device is similar in some respects to a 
cell phone conversation, there is no social imperative to continue a conversation with a 
computer. Therefore, there is a greater likelihood that interaction with the device may 
occur only when drivers deem it safe. However, fundamental differences may also exist 
in communicating with the device that adds complexity to the interaction: A poor quality 
synthetic voice or complex menu structure may increase attention to the device and 
distract from visual tasks. Strayer et al. (2003) have noted potential differences between 
cell phone conversations and conversations with passengers. They argue passengers are 
aware of the driving conditions and often adjust the flow of conversation based on the 
demands of driving whereas the person on the other end of the line of a cell phone 
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conversation is not aware of the demands of driving. This makes cell phone conversations 
potentially more dangerous than conversations with passengers. However, another 
simulator based study compared cell phone conversations with passenger conversations 
and found both resulted in slower reactions and increased failures with no significant 
difference between the two conversation types (Amado & Ulupinar, 2005). Further 
exploration would be beneficial to our understanding of the interaction between auditory 
and visual stimuli as well as to the understanding of the distribution of attentional 
resources. 
Conclusions and Implications  
The research to date has legislative appeal and researchers have challenged laws 
that imply hands-free devices are safe to use while driving. Researchers have shown that 
the physical manipulation of devices doesn’t solely account for the decline in 
performance on visual tasks (Strayer & Johnston, 2001). In fact, Lee et al. (2001) 
concluded by saying “despite the appearance of safety, speech-based interfaces can 
distract drivers and undermine safety” (p. 639). It has been shown that cell phone usage 
disrupts performance in driving situations by diverting attention from the external 
environment to an engaging internal context associated with conversation (Amado & 
Ulupinan, 2005, Strayer et al., 2003; Strayer & Johnston, 2001). It has also been shown 
that in-car devices that rely on speech-recognition technology negatively impact 
individuals’ response to critical visual events while driving (Lee et al., 2001). 
Researchers have been concerned with safety implications due to the division of 
attentional resources. As a result, research has involved simulations of real-world 
scenarios that focused on deficits in performance due to competition between auditory 
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processes and visual tasks such as driving. Driving is a complex task that requires not 
only visual attention, but auditory and somatosensory attention as well. Because the task 
of driving has a high perceptual load, these real-world scenarios do not adequately isolate 
the visual and auditory modalities in order to answer questions regarding which 
characteristics of auditory stimuli account for failures on visual tasks. It is uncertain 
whether increasing the complexity of auditory stimuli would differentially increase levels 
of impairment similar to Strayer and Johnston’s (2001) findings regarding increased 
complexity of visual distractors. There is also a need to simplify these experiments in 
order to more fully understand the interaction between the auditory and visual modalities.  
It has yet to be determined if the failures in visual attention that have been found are 
exclusively due to the distribution of attentional resources, to characteristics of the 
stimuli themselves, or to one’s perception and level of engagement with the stimuli.  
The Present Study 
There is a substantial gap in the research literature in detailing the influence of 
audio characteristics and affective responses to audio stimuli on subsequent task 
performance. To help fill this need the present study is an examination of participants’ 
completion of simple visual-targeting and visual-tracking tasks while listening to a 
variety of increasingly complex auditory stimuli. By controlling the visual task and 
manipulating the auditory stimuli, characteristics that cause deficits in performance on 
visual tasks can be explored. The design of the visual task in the present study minimizes 
the task’s respective cognitive load and the visual task’s repetitive nature creates a 
familiar, if not automatic, cognitive process. Because of the task’s simplicity it is not 
likely to utilize as much attentional resources as the more complex driving simulations. 
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Characteristics of the audio stimuli have been designed to increase in complexity and 
level of engagement, which may demand increasing amounts of attentional resources.  
It is expected that performance on the visual tasks will be differentially influenced 
by changes in auditory input. More precisely, it is expected that increased complexity of 
auditory input (e.g., musical complexity, level of engagement) will result in a decrement 
of performance on visual tasks in terms of both response time and accuracy.  
Method 
Participants 
 Thirty-two graduate students participated in the study. Participants were excluded 
from analysis if they reported not having normal or corrected to normal vision or hearing. 
One participant, who reported not having normal or corrected to normal hearing, was 
excluded. The 31 remaining participants (24 women and 7 men) were included in all 
subsequent analyses. Participants ranged in age from 22 to 48, with an average age of 
27.0. Participants were predominantly right handed (83.9%), reported spending an 
average of 33.1 hours on the computer per week (M=33.1, SD=20.69), and indicated that 
they average 1.74 hours in video game play per week (M=1.74, SD=4.34).  
Testing Environment, Stimuli, and Task Descriptions 
Testing environment. The experiment was presented on a Dell Optiplex 740 
desktop computer with a 24 inch flat LCD display located in an normally lit, closed office 
setting. The program used to administer the experiment was written in Microsoft Visual 
Basic 2008 and was compiled as a stand-alone Microsoft Windows program (see 
Appendix A for source code). The experiment consisted of two visual tasks (i.e., target-
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location and target-tracking) with five different audio stimuli presented independently 
during each visual task. 
Description of visual stimulus. In each of the visual tasks the sole graphic was a 
black and white target (Figure 1) presented against a neutral grey background. The target 
measured 50 pixels by 50 pixels and either randomly changed position or moved along a 
random curve depending on the visual task being completed. 
 
    
 
Figure 1. Black-and-white visual target used in targeting and tracking tasks. 
 
 
Description of audio stimuli. Audio stimuli were presented via headphones and 
participants interfaced with the program using a computer keyboard and mouse.  The 
audio stimuli consisted of five conditions: no-audio, music-simple, music-complex, 
dialogue-no-response, and dialogue-response. The no-audio stimulus consisted of two 
minutes of silence. The music stimuli were remixed versions of the instrumental song 26 
Ghosts III by Nine Inch Nails (Reznor & Ross, 2008) created from the original master 
stems and used with permission under the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike license . The music-simple stimulus consisted of sparse 
piano and simple stringed instruments and was two minutes in duration. The music-
complex stimulus was a two minute arrangement which featured an increase in rhythmic 
complexity, instrumentation, tonal variation, vamping, and notation in comparison to the 
simplified version. The dialogue-no-response stimulus consisted of a dramatic reading of 
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an untitled short essay (Appendix B). The essay was read by a male voice and included 
abstract ambient sound effects designed by the author to simulate a radio show or 
podcast. This stimulus was divided into two parts with separate parts played during each 
of the visual tasks. The dialogue-response stimulus consisted of a male voice asking the 
participant a variety of questions. Different questions were asked for each of the two 
visual tasks (Appendix C). During each task the participants were asked 5 questions 
requiring short answers and 3 questions requiring longer, more elaborate answers. Each 
question was preceded by three beeps (1kHz sine wave tone), spaced one second apart. 
The question began 1 second after the last beep sounded. The participant was given 4 s to 
respond to each question that required short answers and 20 s to respond to each question 
that required longer answers. The same individual performed the male voice for both 
dialogue stimuli. All audio stimuli were mixed and mastered by the author and were 
presented at a consistent volume. All audio stimuli are available for review at 
http://research.psicircle.com.  
Description of target-location task. The target-location task began with a target 
located in the center of the computer screen. Via on-screen instructions, the participant 
was given a description of the task and prompted to click on the target to begin. The 
target then randomly appeared at another location on the computer screen. A random 
number generator calculated the target’s next position (i.e., X and Y axis coordinates). 
The participant’s task was to then quickly move the cursor to the new location of the 
target then click the left mouse button once the cursor was directly over the target center. 
Each click logged the location of the actual target center (in Cartesian coordinates), the 
center location of the mouse-directed crosshair (in Cartesian coordinates), the distance (in 
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pixels) between the crosshair and the actual target center (using Equation 1), and the time 
elapsed since the previous click of the mouse. A video example of this task can be found 
at http://research.psicircle.com. 
 
d = y2−y1
2
+ x2−x1
2
       (1) 
 
Description of target-tracking task. The tracking task began with a target located 
in the center on the computer screen. Via on-screen instructions, the participant was 
given a description of the task and prompted to click on the target to begin. The target 
then began to follow a curved path around the computer screen. The target followed a 
seemingly random path from the center of the screen. In actuality, the path followed a 
sinusoidal function (Equation 2) along a random angled trajectory. 
 
y = 2 sin 14x
2 + sin 14x        (2)  
 
 
The input value (x) for the function began at 0 and increased by .01 every 
millisecond. The target randomly changed direction if the input value of the sinusoidal 
function was greater than a random integer between 2 and 8, which was generated every 
3 s. When this test condition was true, a random angle-translation changed the target’s 
direction, and the input value of the sinusoidal function was reinitialized to 0. If the target 
reached one of the four edges of the screen a set angle-translation redirected the target 
toward the center of the screen and the input value of the sinusoidal function was 
reinitialized to 0. The target followed a smooth path until the occurrence of any angle 
translation when the target slowed and changed direction. The participant’s task was to 
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follow the target along its path by moving the cursor controlled by the computer mouse. 
Every 500 ms the target center location (in Cartesian coordinates), the mouse crosshair 
cursor location (in Cartesian coordinates), and the distance between the mouse crosshair 
and the target center (using Equation 1) were recorded. A video example of this task can 
be found at http://research.psicircle.com. 
Procedure 
 When participants arrived for the experiment, the experimenter briefly described 
the purpose of the experiment and secured informed consent (Appendix D). Each 
participant was assigned a unique ID number to be used during the experiment. The 
experimenter launched the program and the participant followed on-screen instructions 
(see Appendix E) for the remainder of the experiment. The participant was first presented 
with a log in screen wherein they entered their ID number. Stimuli order for each of the 
two tasks was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin square design. This was 
achieved by using the remainder class of the participant ID number modulus 5 to assign 
the participant into five stimuli order groups. ID numbers were generated sequentially by 
adding the integer 1 to the previous participants number to ensure roughly equal numbers 
in the counterbalanced groups. 
 After entering their ID number, participants completed a demographic 
questionnaire (Appendix F) presented online via SurveyMonkey.com, a secure online 
resource for the collection of survey data. Upon completion of the demographic 
questionnaire, participants were provided with 5 target-location practice trials. They were 
informed via on-screen instructions that a target will appear at a random location of the 
computer screen. Their task was to move the crosshair cursor on the screen, by moving 
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the computer mouse, to the location of the target and click the left mouse button once the 
cursor is directly over the target. The mouse click caused the target to randomly relocate 
on the screen. Both response time and accuracy were recorded. Response time was 
measured in milliseconds elapsed from the previous click and accuracy was measured in 
pixel deviation from perfect accuracy upon both the X and Y axes.  
 Upon completion of the target-location practice trials, participants were informed 
via on-screen instructions they were going to encounter more random targets identical to 
the practice trials except that during the coming testing trials, auditory stimuli would be 
presented via headphones. The instructions described the five different audio stimuli and 
detailed how to respond to the dialogue-response stimulus, which required the participant 
to answer questions aloud (see Appendix C for questions). During these testing trials both 
response time and accuracy were recorded in the same manner as the practice trials. 
 Upon completion of the target location task, participants were informed via on-
screen instructions about the target-tracking task. The instructions stated that a moving 
target that began at the center of the computer screen would follow a random path around 
the screen. Their task was to trace the movement of the target along its path with the 
crosshair controlled by the computer mouse. Accuracy, as measured in pixel deviation 
from perfect accuracy upon both the X and Y axes, was recorded every 500 ms. 
Participants engaged in a 20 s practice trial of the target-tracking task. Upon completion 
of the practice trial each participant was informed via on-screen instructions they were 
going to encounter a moving target identical to the practice trial except during the coming 
testing trial auditory stimuli would again be presented via headphones. Similar to the 
target-location task, the instructions described the five different audio stimuli and detailed 
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how to respond to the dialogue-response stimulus, which required the participant to 
answer questions aloud (see Appendix C for questions). During the testing trials accuracy 
was recorded in the same manner as in the practice trials. 
 Upon completion of the target-tracking task, participants completed an exit survey 
(Appendix G) and were thanked for their participation. The experimenter then answered 
any questions they may have had regarding the experiment itself.  
Results 
Target-Location Task 
 A repeated-measures multivariable analyses of variance (MANOVA) was 
conducted to evaluate the effects the five audio conditions had on participants’ average 
accuracy and average speed in the target-location task. The five audio conditions: no-
audio, music-simple, music-complex, dialogue-no-response, and dialogue-response 
constituted the five levels of the within-subjects factor or independent variable. Accuracy 
(measured in pixel deviation from the center of the target) and response time 
(standardized as speed) constituted the two dependent variables. 
 In the target location task the target randomly relocated after each click of the 
mouse. Hence, response time varied based on how far away each subsequent target was 
in relation to the previous target. For example, if the target reappeared close to the 
previous location it took less time to move the cursor than if it relocated further away. It 
was necessary, therefore, to standardize response time by converting it to average speed 
of the cursor. Speed was calculated by dividing the distance (in pixels) between two 
subsequent targets by the elapsed time (in seconds).  
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 The target-location data was then screened for outliers. Outliers were defined as 
accidental clicks. A data point met the criteria for an accidental click if the mouse pointer 
location differed from the target location by more than 100 pixels and response time was 
less than 470 ms.  In the 14,062 lines of data collected there were only 16 outliers. 
 The repeated-measures MANOVA indicated that audio condition significantly 
affected the combined dependent variable of accuracy and speed (Wilk’s Λ = .493, F(8, 
23)=2.96, p < .05, partial η2=.507). The resulting effect size was strong, indicating the 
audio condition accounted for approximately 51% of the variance in the combined 
dependent variable. Least significant difference post-hoc tests were conducted. Means 
and standard deviations for both accuracy and speed for each audio condition is presented 
in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy (pixel deviation) and Speed (pixels/s) on 
Target Location Task (N=31) 
 Accuracy Speed 
Audio Condition Mean SD Mean SD 
No Audio 5.20 3.59 516.01 87.69 
Music-Simple 5.11 3.83 519.45 93.31 
Music-Complex 5.45 3.73 524.40 91.66 
Dialogue-No Response 5.24 4.43 518.40 94.00 
Dialogue-Response 4.98 3.30 497.35 90.33 
Dialogue-Short Response 5.00 3.40 498.60 103.89 
Dialogue-Long Response  4.95 3.28 495.66 88.42 
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 The post-hoc results for accuracy indicated the no-audio condition did not differ 
significantly from the other four audio conditions. Likewise the music-simple, music-
complex, dialogue-no-response, and dialogue-response conditions did not differ 
significantly from each other on accuracy (see Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2. Target-location accuracy (in pixel deviation) plotted by audio condition. 
 
 
The post-hoc results for speed indicated the dialogue-response condition 
(M=497.35, SD=90.33) differed significantly from the no-audio condition (M=516.01, 
SD=87.69), the music-simple condition (M=519.45, SD=93.31), the music-complex 
condition (M=524.40, SD=91.66), and the dialogue-no-response condition (M=518.40, 
SD=94.00). The no-audio, music-simple, music-complex, and dialogue-no-response 
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conditions did not differ significantly from each other on speed. See Figure 3 for a 
graphical depiction of these results. 
 
Figure 3. Target-location average speed (in pixels/s) plotted by audio condition. 
 
 
Splitting the dialogue-response condition. The dialogue-response condition was 
then split according to length of response. The questions requiring short answers (4 s 
responses) were grouped together as dialogue-short-response and questions requiring 
longer answers (20 s responses) were grouped as dialogue-long-response (see Table 1 for 
means and standard deviations). A repeated-measures MANOVA was conducted to 
evaluate the effects these six audio conditions had on participants’ average accuracy and 
average speed in the target-location task. As expected, the MANOVA indicated that 
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audio condition significantly affected the combined dependent variable of accuracy and 
speed (Wilk’s Λ = .456, F(10, 21)=2.50, p < .05, partial η2=.544). Least significant 
difference post-hoc tests were conducted.  
Post hoc analyses for accuracy revealed the dialogue-long-response condition 
(M=4.95, SD=3.28) differed significantly from the music-complex condition (M=5.45, 
SD=3.73). No other significant differences were found between any of the other 
conditions. See Figure 4 for a graphical representation of these results. 
 
Figure 4. Target-location accuracy (in pixel deviation) plotted by audio condition with 
dialogue-response condition split by question response length. 
 
 
The post hoc results for speed indicated the dialogue-long-response condition 
(M=495.66, SD=88.42) differed significantly from the no-audio condition (M=516.01, 
SD=87.69), the music-simple condition (M=519.45, SD=93.31), the music-complex 
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condition (M=524.40, SD=91.66), and the dialogue-no-response condition (M=518.40, 
SD=94.00) but did not differ significantly from the dialogue-short-response condition 
(M=498.60, SD=103.89). The dialogue-short-response condition (M=498.60, SD=103.89) 
differed significantly from the music-simple condition and the music-complex condition. 
No significant difference was found between the dialogue-short-response condition and 
the no-audio or dialogue-no-response conditions. See Figure 5 for a graphical 
representation of these results. 
 
 
Figure 5. Target-location average speed (in pixels/s) plotted by audio condition with 
dialogue-response condition split by question response length. 
 
Target-Tracking Task 
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 A repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to evaluate 
the effects the five audio conditions had on participants’ average accuracy in the target-
tracking task. The levels of the independent variable (audio conditions) were the same as 
the target-location task. Accuracy (measured in pixel deviation from the center of the 
target) constituted the dependent variable. 
 In the target-tracking task clicking the mouse had no effect of the data gathered 
therefore it was not necessary to screen the data for accidental clicks or outliers. The 
repeated measures ANOVA indicated that audio condition did not significantly affect the 
dependent variable of accuracy (Wilk’s Λ = .715, F(4, 27)=2.69, p = .052, partial 
η2=.285). Means and standard deviations for each level of the independent variable are 
reported in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 
Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy (Pixel Deviation) on Target-Tracking Task 
(N=31) 
Audio Condition Mean SD 
No Audio 17.90 3.78 
Music-Simple 16.96 2.56 
Music-Complex 17.26 2.82 
Dialogue-No Response 17.22 2.64 
Dialogue-Response 17.88 2.76 
 
 
 
 
Further Analyses 
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 Participant age, hours spent on the computer, and perceived accuracy were 
correlated with all outcome dependent variables (accuracy and speed) in each of the five 
audio condition for both the location and tracking tasks. No statistically significant 
correlations were found.  
 A one-way ANOVA was conducted comparing performance (accuracy and speed) 
for the music conditions (music-simple, music-complex) between ratings on the exit 
survey question for “enjoyment” for both the location and tracking tasks. The ANOVA 
did not indicate any significant differences in accuracy or speed . A one-way ANOVA 
was conducted comparing performance (accuracy and speed) for the dialogue conditions 
(dialogue-no-response, dialogue-response) between ratings on the exit survey question 
for “interestingness” and “engagement” for both the location and tracking tasks. The 
ANOVA did not indicate any significant difference in accuracy or speed based on 
participants’ ratings. After separating the participants by gender the afore mentioned 
ANOVAs were conducted again with no significant differences found. 
Summary 
 In conclusion, no significant differences were found in participants’ accuracy on 
the target-location task or the target-tracking task between the five audio conditions: no-
audio, music-simple, music-complex, dialogue-no-response, and dialogue-response. 
However, participants’ speed in the target-location task was significantly slower for the 
dialogue-response condition compared to the other four audio conditions: no-audio, 
music-simple, music-complex, and dialogue-no-response. After splitting the dialogue-
response condition by response length it was found that participants were significantly 
more accurate during the dialogue-long-response condition compared with the music-
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complex condition. No other significant differences were found among the other 
comparisons. As expected significant differences in speed were found between the six 
audio conditions on the target-location task. Participants’ average speed on the target 
location task was significantly slower for the dialogue-short-response condition 
compared to the music-simple and music-complex condition. Participants’ average speed 
for the dialogue-long-response condition was significantly slower compared to the no-
audio, music-simple, music-complex, and dialogue-no-response conditions. 
No statistically significant correlations between age, hours spent on the computer 
per week, perceived accuracy, and the dependent variables (accuracy and speed) were 
found.  Enjoyment ratings of the music stimuli did not result in significant differences in 
the dependent variables for both the targeting and tracking tasks. Likewise, subjective 
ratings of interestingness and engagement did not result in significant differences in the 
dependent variables for both visual tasks. 
Discussion 
Findings 
Within the present study, participants completed simple visual-targeting and 
visual-tracking tasks while listening to a variety of auditory stimuli. The differential 
characteristics of the auditory stimuli were intentionally broad in hopes of finding 
significant differences. The aim of the study was to examine if failure in visual attention 
is due to characteristics of the auditory stimuli, to affective perception of the stimuli, and 
level of engagement with the stimuli. The visual task was designed to minimize the 
cognitive load whereas audio stimuli of varying levels of complexity were utilized to 
increase the level of engagement and the amount of attentional resources required.  
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When comparing accuracy ratings among the five audio conditions it was found 
that increasing the complexity of the auditory stimuli did not affect performance on the 
visual tasks. Participants were equally accurate in the visual tasks regardless of the 
complexity of the audio stimuli. The only cost to performance was decreased speed in the 
most engaging audio condition (i.e., dialogue-response condition). This audio condition 
required verbal interaction with the auditory stimulus and resulted in slower performance 
speeds with no costs to accuracy on the target-location task. In the target-tracking task 
accuracy was used as the only performance measure. These findings support the results 
found in the many cell phone studies where costs to driving performance were primarily 
due to slower reaction time and not to lane keeping or tracking performance (Horrey & 
Wickens, 2006). These results indicate that speed of work, not quality of work, may 
suffer due to auditory distraction. Results of the present study imply humans are efficient 
at multitasking when auditory distractors don’t require engagement. It is possible 
engaging with stimuli in the form of verbal interaction demands too much attentional 
resources whereas in a passive listening situation we are able to tune out such distraction.  
However, after splitting the dialogue-response condition by response length a 
significant difference in accuracy was found. Accuracy in the dialogue-long-response 
condition differed significantly from that in the music-complex condition. Interestingly, 
the music-complex condition resulted in the fastest average speed and lowest accuracy 
whereas the dialogue-long-response condition resulted in the slowest average speed and 
greatest accuracy. It can be argued that the increase in speed and resulting decrease in 
accuracy for the music-complex condition was due to the level of engagement with the 
audio stimulus.   
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Level of Engagement 
Based on the results of this study it can be concluded that level of engagement for 
auditory stimuli affects performance. After splitting the dialogue-response condition a 
differential effect based on level of engagement was found. The dialogue-short-response 
condition, which required participants to provide short quick answers to questions 
resulted in a significantly slower average speed compared with two of the four other 
audio conditions. The dialogue-long-response condition, which required long, more 
elaborate answers to questions, resulted in significantly slower speeds compared with all 
four other audio conditions. As the level of engagement during the audio condition 
increased (in terms of amount of verbal interaction), the number of significant differences 
found between audio conditions also increased. In the entire experiment the only 
significant difference in accuracy was found between the dialogue-long-response 
condition and the music-complex condition in the target-location task. As noted above 
the music-complex condition had the fastest average speed. This was perhaps due to the 
upbeat tempo and increased complexity of the music along with the rhythmic nature of 
the target-location task. It is likely that the combination of these characteristics 
contributed to the increase in speed due to either a conscious or unconscious increase in 
level of engagement. The level of engagement due to the driving rhythm of the music 
may have likewise contributed to the decrease in accuracy in the target location task.  
This is evidence that level of engagement for an auditory distractor could either 
be facilitory or inhibitory. Engaging, upbeat music may allow people to work faster (with 
a cost in accuracy), whereas verbal interaction with auditory stimuli may decrease speed. 
This speaks to an interactive relationship between speed and accuracy, namely an 
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increase in speed results in a decrease in accuracy. This relationship was found in that the 
slowest responses were made in the condition with the highest accuracy (dialogue-long 
response). Therefore, a cost in speed resulted in a benefit to accuracy. In the dialogue-
response conditions task performance as measured by speed was inhibited, whereas task 
performance as measured by accuracy was facilitated.  
Social Imperative 
There has been some debate in the literature previously reviewed about the 
influences of social imperative on failures in driving performance (Amado & Ulupinar, 
2005; Horrey & Wickens, 2006; Lee et al., 2001; Strayer & Johnston, 2001). The 
dialogue-response condition, which required participants to answer questions in a manner 
similar to a conversational distraction, resulted in the slowest performance in the visual 
task. This condition, however, did not have a social imperative. Participants were 
responding to previously recorded, disjointed questions, which did not require coherent 
conversation. However, it is unclear if there existed an experimental imperative, that is, 
an implied Milgram-esque “the experiment must continue” expectation that contributed 
to task engagement. It is important to note this experimental imperative did not affect 
accuracy on the tasks. In addition, the imposed time constraint on responses could have 
affected speed due to increased anxiety.  
Implications for Theories 
There exists a number of theories about the distribution of attentional resources. 
However, cross-modal experiments have found mixed support for these theories. Much of 
the research has dealt primarily with visual tasks and distractors, and has not examined 
auditory characteristics which may cause deficits in performance on visual tasks.  
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In the present study it was found that under a low-load visual task a number of 
audio distractors didn’t hinder response time or accuracy. Only when required to speak 
did it result in costs to performance on the visual task. The perceptual load model makes 
predictions for within-modal competition which don’t necessarily hold for cross-modal 
tasks assuming a single processing mechanism (Lavie, 1995; Lavie & Tsal, 1994). For 
example, peripheral visual distractors will produce more failures in low-load visual tasks 
than in high-load visual tasks. The results of the present study suggest that for cross-
modal tasks performance on low-load visual tasks will not be hindered by peripheral 
audio distractors unless they are particularly engaging. This echoes the findings of 
Tellinghuisen and Nowak (2003). Performance on the visual-targeting task suffered when 
the auditory distractor became overly engaging, suggesting a limit to global attentional 
resources. The present study also partially supports the existence of modally specific 
mechanisms of attention (as put forth in the multiple resource model) in that the 
complexity of audio stimuli didn’t induce any visual failures except in one condition.  
Conclusion 
The present study provides evidence of cross-modal competition between 
auditory and visual modalities resulting in performance deficits on a low-load visual task. 
This provides further evidence that attentional resources are shared among sensory 
modalities with increased engagement for auditory stimuli seemingly being responsible 
for performance deficits in the visual task. The relationship between level of engagement 
and performance remains unclear, however, with results showing both facilitative and 
inhibitory effects on speed and accuracy.  
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Appendix A 
Source Code Written in Microsoft Visual Basic 2008 
Source Code for Global Functions Module 
Module ThesisFunctions 
    Public phi, Xp, Yp As Single 
    Public Xcenter, Ycenter As Single 
    Public XcenterP, YcenterP As Single 
    Public Point1, Point2 As Point 
    Public AudioFile As String 
    Public ID As UShort 
    Public stimuliOrder(0 To 1, 0 To 4) As Integer 
    Public dist As Integer 
    Public logLine As String 
    Public taskState As Integer 
    Public version As Integer 
    'Set Global Variables here 
    Public Const practiceTrials As Integer = 5  'Number of practice trials for Target 
Location task 
    Public Const trials As Integer = 10 'Number of trials in TargetLocation before triggers 
_change in audio stimuli 
    Public Const loggingInterval As Integer = 500 'How often (in msec) - logs information 
    Public Const testInterval As Integer = 3000 'How often (in msec) - tests to randomly 
_change course for TargetMaintainance 
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    Public Const soundCueInterval As Integer = 120000 'How often (in msec) - Changes 
_audio stimuli 
    'Creates random initial transformation quadrant point (Xp, Yp) 
    'Transforms coordinate system where (0,0) is center point of the form 
    Function PhiTranslation() 
        Randomize() 
        Xp = CInt(Int((TargetMaintenance.Size.Width - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) - 
_CInt(TargetMaintenance.Size.Width / 2) 
        Yp = CInt(Int((TargetMaintenance.Size.Height - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) - 
_CInt(TargetMaintenance.Size.Height / 2) 
        'Creates phi coefficient to allow for transformations in all 4 quadrants 
        If Xp < 0 Then 
            phi = Math.Atan(Yp / Xp) + 3.1415296 
        Else 
            phi = Math.Atan(Yp / Xp) 
        End If 
        Return (phi) 
    End Function 
    'Defines the Curve the target traces out 
    Function Curve(ByVal X As Single) 
        Curve = 2 * (Math.Sin((0.25) * X ^ 2) + Math.Sin((0.25) * X)) 
        Return Curve 
    End Function 
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    'Selects audio stimuli to play 
    Sub PlayMusic(ByVal Number As Integer) 
        Select Case Number 
            Case Is = 0 
                AudioFile = "No Sound" 
                My.Computer.Audio.Stop() 
            Case Is = 1 
                AudioFile = "Music (Simple)" 
                My.Computer.Audio.Play("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\Sounds\ 
_Music_Simple__NIN_26_Ghosts_III_.wav", AudioPlayMode.Background) 
            Case Is = 2 
                AudioFile = "Music (Complex)" 
                My.Computer.Audio.Play("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\Sounds\ 
_Music_Complex__NIN_26_Ghosts_III_.wav", AudioPlayMode.Background) 
            Case Is = 3 
                AudioFile = "Dialogue (No Response)" 
                If version = 1 Then 
                    My.Computer.Audio.Play("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\Sounds\ 
_Dialogue_NoResponse_v1.wav", AudioPlayMode.Background) 
                Else 
                    My.Computer.Audio.Play("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\Sounds\ 
_Dialogue_NoResponse_v2.wav", AudioPlayMode.Background) 
                End If 
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            Case Is = 4 
                AudioFile = "Dialogue (Response)" 
                If version = 1 Then 
                    My.Computer.Audio.Play("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\Sounds\ 
_Dialogue_Response_v1.wav", AudioPlayMode.Background) 
                Else 
                    My.Computer.Audio.Play("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\Sounds\ 
_Dialogue_Response_v2.wav", AudioPlayMode.Background) 
                End If 
        End Select 
    End Sub 
    'Determines order of audio stimuli 
    Sub latinSquare(ByVal participantID As Integer) 
        Dim remainder As Integer 
        remainder = participantID Mod 5 
        Select Case remainder 
            Case Is = 0 
                stimuliOrder(0, 0) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(0, 1) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(0, 2) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(0, 3) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(0, 4) = 4 
                stimuliOrder(1, 0) = 4 
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                stimuliOrder(1, 1) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(1, 2) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(1, 3) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(1, 4) = 3 
            Case Is = 1 
                stimuliOrder(0, 0) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(0, 1) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(0, 2) = 4 
                stimuliOrder(0, 3) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(0, 4) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(1, 0) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(1, 1) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(1, 2) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(1, 3) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(1, 4) = 4 
            Case Is = 2 
                stimuliOrder(0, 0) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(0, 1) = 4 
                stimuliOrder(0, 2) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(0, 3) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(0, 4) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(1, 0) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(1, 1) = 3 
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                stimuliOrder(1, 2) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(1, 3) = 4 
                stimuliOrder(1, 4) = 2 
            Case Is = 3 
                stimuliOrder(0, 0) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(0, 1) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(0, 2) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(0, 3) = 4 
                stimuliOrder(0, 4) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(1, 0) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(1, 1) = 4 
                stimuliOrder(1, 2) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(1, 3) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(1, 4) = 0 
            Case Is = 4 
                stimuliOrder(0, 0) = 4 
                stimuliOrder(0, 1) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(0, 2) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(0, 3) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(0, 4) = 1 
                stimuliOrder(1, 0) = 3 
                stimuliOrder(1, 1) = 0 
                stimuliOrder(1, 2) = 4 
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                stimuliOrder(1, 3) = 2 
                stimuliOrder(1, 4) = 1 
        End Select 
    End Sub 
    'Calculates distance between two points 
    Function Distance(ByVal Point1 As Point, ByVal Point2 As Point) 
        Distance = Math.Sqrt((Point2.Y - Point1.Y) ^ 2 + (Point2.X - Point1.X) ^ 2) 
        Return (Distance) 
    End Function 
    'Logging function for Targeting Tasks 
    Sub Log(ByVal task As String, ByVal mPosition As Point, ByVal tPosition As Point, 
ByVal _distance As Integer, ByVal time As UInteger, ByVal soundFile As String) 
        logLine = task & ", " & mPosition.X.ToString & ", " & mPosition.Y.ToString & ", " 
_& tPosition.X.ToString & ", " & tPosition.Y.ToString & ", " & distance.ToString & ", " 
_& time.ToString & ", " & soundFile 
        PrintLine(1, logLine) 
    End Sub 
    'Logging function for Maintenance Tasks 
    Sub LogMain(ByVal task As String, ByVal mPosition As Point, ByVal tPosition As 
_Point, ByVal distance As Integer, ByVal time As String, ByVal soundFile As String) 
        logLine = task & ", " & mPosition.X.ToString & ", " & mPosition.Y.ToString & ", " 
_& tPosition.X.ToString & ", " & tPosition.Y.ToString & ", " & distance.ToString & ", " 
_& time & ", " & soundFile 
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        PrintLine(1, logLine) 
    End Sub 
    'Difference Function 
    Function PointDifference(ByVal Point1 As Point, ByVal Point2 As Point) 
        Dim Difference As New Point(Point2.X - Point1.X, Point2.Y - Point1.Y) 
        Return Difference 
    End Function 
End Module 
 
Source Code for Log In Form 
Public Class LogIn 
    Dim Error1 As String = "Please enter participant's ID" 
    Dim Error2 As String = "Duplicate participant ID" 
    Private Sub LogIn_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
    End Sub 
    Private Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles Button1.Click 
        If MaskedTextBox1.Text = "" Then 
            MsgBox(Error1, , "Error") 
        Else 
            ID = MaskedTextBox1.Text 
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            If 
My.Computer.FileSystem.FileExists("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\" & 
_ID.ToString & ".txt") Then 
                MsgBox(Error2, , "Error") 
            Else 
                latinSquare(ID) 
                'FileOpen(1, "C:\Documents and Settings\Owner\My Documents\" & 
_ID.ToString & ".txt", OpenMode.Output) 
                FileOpen(1, "C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\" & ID.ToString & 
_".txt", OpenMode.Output) 
                PrintLine(1, "task, mPosition.X, mPosition.Y, tPosition.X, tPosition.Y, 
_distance, time, soundFile") 
                Me.Visible = False 
                taskState = 1 
                My.Forms.BrowserForm.Visible = True 
                If My.Forms.BrowserForm.Visible = False Then 
                    My.Forms.Instructions.ShowDialog() 
                End If 
            End If 
        End If 
    End Sub 
End Class 
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Source Code for Instructions Form 
Imports System.IO 
Public Class Instructions 
    Private Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) _Handles Button1.Click 
        Me.DialogResult = DialogResult.OK 
        Select Case taskState 
            Case Is = 1 
                version = 1 
                My.Forms.TargetLocationPractice.Show() 
            Case Is = 2 
                'My.Forms.TargetLocationPractice.Close() 
                My.Forms.TargetLocation.Show() 
            Case Is = 3 
                'My.Forms.TargetLocation.Close() 
                version = 2 
                PrintLine(1, "task, mPosition.X, mPosition.Y, tPosition.X, tPosition.Y, 
_distance, time, soundFile") 
                My.Forms.TargetMaintenancePractice.Show() 
            Case Is = 4 
                'My.Forms.TargetMaintenancePractice.Close() 
                My.Forms.TargetMaintenance.Show() 
            Case Is = 5 
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                My.Forms.TargetMaintenance.Close() 
                My.Forms.WebBrowser2.Show() 
            Case Is = 6 
                My.Forms.WebBrowser2.Close() 
        End Select 
        Me.Close() 
    End Sub 
    Private Sub Instructions_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
        Select Case taskState 
            Case Is = 1 
                Dim StreamToDisplay As StreamReader 
                StreamToDisplay = New 
StreamReader("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\ 
_Text\Target_Location_Instructions.txt") 
                TextBox1.Text = StreamToDisplay.ReadToEnd 
                StreamToDisplay.Close() 
                TextBox1.Select(0, 0) 
            Case Is = 2 
                My.Forms.TargetLocationPractice.Close() 
                Button1.Text = "Ready" 
                Dim StreamToDisplay As StreamReader 
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                StreamToDisplay = New 
StreamReader("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\ 
_Text\Target_Location_Begin.txt") 
                TextBox1.Text = StreamToDisplay.ReadToEnd 
                StreamToDisplay.Close() 
                TextBox1.Select(0, 0) 
            Case Is = 3 
                My.Forms.TargetLocation.Close() 
                Button1.Text = "Practice" 
                Dim StreamToDisplay As StreamReader 
                StreamToDisplay = New 
StreamReader("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\ 
_Text\Target_Maintenance_Instructions.txt") 
                TextBox1.Text = StreamToDisplay.ReadToEnd 
                StreamToDisplay.Close() 
                TextBox1.Select(0, 0) 
            Case Is = 4 
                My.Forms.TargetMaintenancePractice.Close() 
                Button1.Text = "Ready" 
                Dim StreamToDisplay As StreamReader 
                StreamToDisplay = New 
StreamReader("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\ 
_Text\Target_Maintenance_Begin.txt") 
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                TextBox1.Text = StreamToDisplay.ReadToEnd 
                StreamToDisplay.Close() 
                TextBox1.Select(0, 0) 
            Case Is = 6 
                Button1.Text = "Close Program" 
                Dim StreamToDisplay As StreamReader 
                StreamToDisplay = New 
StreamReader("C:\Users\davi3709\Desktop\NoakesData\ 
_Text\Thank_you.txt") 
                TextBox1.Text = StreamToDisplay.ReadToEnd 
                StreamToDisplay.Close() 
                TextBox1.Select(0, 0) 
        End Select 
        Xcenter = Me.Size.Width / 2 - 400 
        Ycenter = Me.Size.Height / 2 - 221 
        Dim center As New Point(Xcenter, Ycenter) 
        TextBox1.Location = center 
        Dim buttonCenter As New Point(Xcenter + 350, Ycenter + 450) 
        Button1.Location = buttonCenter 
        Dim labelCenter As New Point(Xcenter + 290, Ycenter - 55) 
        Label1.Location = labelCenter 
    End Sub 
End Class 
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Source Code for Target Location Practice Form 
Public Class TargetLocationPractice 
    Dim Xrandomvalue As Integer 
    Dim Yrandomvalue As Integer 
    Dim counter As Integer 
    Dim time, clickTime, elapsedTime As UInteger 
    Dim i As Integer = 0 
    Dim center As Point 
    'Initializes variables and Centers Image 
    Private Sub Form1_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) _Handles MyBase.Load 
        Xcenter = Me.Size.Width / 2 - 25 
        Ycenter = Me.Size.Height / 2 - 25 
        Dim center As New Point(Xcenter, Ycenter) 
        PictureBox1.Location = center 
        MusicTimer.Enabled = False 
        Timer.Enabled = False 
        counter = 0 
        time = 0 
        Dim lblCenter As New Point(Xcenter - 30, Ycenter + 50) 
        lblDirections.Location = lblCenter 
    End Sub 
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    'Randomizes Targets position after mouse click on PictureBox 
    Private Sub Picturebox1_MouseClick(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As 
_MouseEventArgs) Handles PictureBox1.MouseClick 
        MusicTimer.Enabled = True 
        Timer.Enabled = True 
        'Calculates Time between clicks 
        elapsedTime = (time - clickTime) 
        clickTime = time 
        lblDirections.Visible = False 
        'Counts the number of trials 
        counter += 1 
        Dim PreviousTargetLocation As New Point(PictureBox1.Location.X + 25, 
_PictureBox1.Location.Y + 25) 
        Xrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Width - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Yrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Height - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Dim TargetLocation As New Point(Xrandomvalue, Yrandomvalue) 
        PictureBox1.Location = TargetLocation 
        dist = Distance(MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation) 
        Label9.Text = counter.ToString 
        Log("LocPrac", MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation, dist, elapsedTime, 
_AudioFile) 'Executes the logging function 
        If taskState = 1 AndAlso counter = practiceTrials Then 
            counter = 0 
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            taskState = 2 
            Me.Visible = False 
            My.Forms.Instructions.ShowDialog() 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    'Randomizes Targets position after mouse click on Form 
    Private Sub Form1_MouseClick(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As 
_System.Windows.Forms.MouseEventArgs) Handles Me.MouseClick 
        MusicTimer.Enabled = True 
        Timer.Enabled = True 
        'Calculates Time between clicks 
        elapsedTime = (time - clickTime) 
        clickTime = time 
        lblDirections.Visible = False 
        'Counts the number of trials 
        counter += 1 
        Dim PreviousTargetLocation As New Point(PictureBox1.Location.X + 25, 
_PictureBox1.Location.Y + 25) 
        Xrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Width - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Yrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Height - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Dim TargetLocation As New Point(Xrandomvalue, Yrandomvalue) 
        PictureBox1.Location = TargetLocation 
        dist = Distance(MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation) 
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        Label9.Text = counter.ToString 
        Log("LocPrac", MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation, dist, elapsedTime, 
_AudioFile) 'Executes the logging function 
        If taskState = 1 AndAlso counter = practiceTrials Then 
            counter = 0 
            taskState = 2 
            Me.Visible = False 
            My.Forms.Instructions.ShowDialog() 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    'Track time 
    Private Sub Timer2_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles Timer.Tick 
        time += 1 
    End Sub 
End Class 
 
Source Code for Target Location Form 
Public Class TargetLocation 
    Dim Xrandomvalue As Integer 
    Dim Yrandomvalue As Integer 
    Dim counter As Integer 
    Dim time, clickTime, elapsedTime As UInteger 
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    Dim i As Integer = 0 
    Dim center As Point 
    'Initializes variables and Centers Image 
    Private Sub Form1_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
        Xcenter = Me.Size.Width / 2 - 25 
        Ycenter = Me.Size.Height / 2 - 25 
        Dim center As New Point(Xcenter, Ycenter) 
        PictureBox1.Location = center 
        Timer.Enabled = False 
        counter = 0 
        time = 0 
        Dim lblCenter As New Point(Xcenter - 30, Ycenter + 50) 
        lblDirections.Location = lblCenter 
        SoundCueTimer.Interval = 1 
    End Sub 
    'Randomizes Targets position after mouse click on PictureBox 
    Private Sub Picturebox1_MouseClick(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As 
_MouseEventArgs) Handles PictureBox1.MouseClick 
        SoundCueTimer.Enabled = True 
        Timer.Enabled = True 
        'Calculates Time between clicks 
        elapsedTime = (time - clickTime) 
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        clickTime = time 
        lblDirections.Visible = False 
        If counter = 0 Then 
            PlayMusic(stimuliOrder(0, i)) 
        End If 
        'Counts the number of trials 
        counter += 1 
        Dim PreviousTargetLocation As New Point(PictureBox1.Location.X + 25, 
PictureBox1.Location.Y + 25) 
        Xrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Width - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Yrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Height - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Dim TargetLocation As New Point(Xrandomvalue, Yrandomvalue) 
        PictureBox1.Location = TargetLocation 
        dist = Distance(MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation) 
        Label9.Text = counter.ToString 
        Log("Loc", MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation, dist, elapsedTime, AudioFile) 
_'Executes the logging function 
    End Sub 
    'Randomizes Targets position after mouse click on Form 
    Private Sub Form1_MouseClick(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As 
_System.Windows.Forms.MouseEventArgs) Handles Me.MouseClick 
        SoundCueTimer.Enabled = True 
        Timer.Enabled = True 
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        'Calculates Time between clicks 
        elapsedTime = (time - clickTime) 
        clickTime = time 
        lblDirections.Visible = False 
        If counter = 0 Then 
            PlayMusic(stimuliOrder(0, i)) 
        End If 
        'Counts the number of trials 
        counter += 1 
        Dim PreviousTargetLocation As New Point(PictureBox1.Location.X + 25, 
_PictureBox1.Location.Y + 25) 
        Xrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Width - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Yrandomvalue = CInt(Int((Me.Size.Height - 50 - 0 + 1) * Rnd() + 0)) 
        Dim TargetLocation As New Point(Xrandomvalue, Yrandomvalue) 
        PictureBox1.Location = TargetLocation 
        dist = Distance(MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation) 
        Label9.Text = counter.ToString 
        Log("Loc", MousePosition, PreviousTargetLocation, dist, elapsedTime, AudioFile) 
_'Executes the logging function 
    End Sub 
    'Track time 
    Private Sub Timer2_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles Timer.Tick 
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        time += 1 
    End Sub 
    Private Sub Timer1_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles SoundCueTimer.Tick 
        'Chooses Sound files by Latin Square design 
        'Also changes Sound files after time set on soundCueInterval 
        SoundCueTimer.Interval = soundCueInterval 
        If i = 5 Then 
            taskState = 3 
            My.Computer.Audio.Stop() 
            AudioFile = "" 
            Me.Close() 
            My.Forms.Instructions.ShowDialog() 
        Else 
            My.Computer.Audio.Stop() 
            PlayMusic(stimuliOrder(0, i)) 
        End If 
        i += 1 
    End Sub 
End Class 
 
Source Code for Target Maintenance Practice Form 
Imports System.Math 
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Public Class TargetMaintenancePractice 
    Dim XcenterP, YcenterP As Single 
    Dim xi, yi, theta, xValue, yValue As Single 
    Dim currentPointX As New Integer 
    Dim currentPointY As New Integer 
    Dim soundInt As New Integer 
    Dim i As Integer = 0 
    Dim dist As Integer 
    'Initializes Timers and Centers Image starting point 
    Private Sub tracking_target_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
        Randomize() 
        XcenterP = Me.Size.Width / 2 - 25 
        YcenterP = Me.Size.Height / 2 - 25 
        Dim center As New Point(XcenterP, YcenterP) 
        Target.Location = center 
        Dim lblCenter As New Point(XcenterP - 30, YcenterP + 50) 
        lblDirections.Location = lblCenter 
        MovementTimer.Enabled = False 
        LoggingTimer.Enabled = False 
        RandomPhiTimer.Enabled = False 
        latinSquare(ID) 
        SoundCueTimer.Enabled = False 
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        PhiTranslation() 
        LoggingTimer.Interval = loggingInterval 
        SoundCueTimer.Interval = 1 
    End Sub 
    'Begins Target Movement, Timers, and Logging 
    Private Sub PictureBox1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles Target.Click 
        lblDirections.Visible = False 'Hides directions to "Click on Target to Begin 
        MovementTimer.Enabled = True 
        LoggingTimer.Enabled = True 
        RandomPhiTimer.Enabled = True 
        SoundCueTimer.Enabled = True 
    End Sub 
    'Moves image about a curve 
    Private Sub Timer1_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles MovementTimer.Tick 
        Dim previousLocation As New Point 
        previousLocation = Target.Location 
        xi = xi + 0.01 'Xi increases each time the timer ticks. 
        yi = Curve(xi) 
        theta = Math.Atan(yi / xi) + phi 'polar translation 
        xValue = Math.Sqrt(xi ^ 2 + yi ^ 2) * Math.Cos(theta) 'rectangular equivalent 
        yValue = Math.Sqrt(xi ^ 2 + yi ^ 2) * Math.Sin(theta) 'rectangular equivalent 
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        currentPointX = (xValue * 75) + XcenterP 
        currentPointY = (yValue * 75) + YcenterP 
        Dim value As New Point(currentPointX, currentPointY) 
        Target.Location = value 
        'Redirects path if image hits right edge of screen (x-axis) 
        If Target.Location.X > (Me.Size.Width - 50) Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = 3.14 
            XcenterP = Target.Location.X 
            YcenterP = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
        'Redirects path if image hits left edge of screen (x-axis) 
        If Target.Location.X < 1 Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = 0 
            XcenterP = Target.Location.X 
            YcenterP = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
        'Redirects path if image hits bottom of screen (y-axis) 
        If Target.Location.Y > (Me.Size.Height - 50) Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = -1.5 
            XcenterP = Target.Location.X 
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            YcenterP = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
        'Redirects path if image hits top of screen (y-axis) 
        If Target.Location.Y < 1 Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = 1.5 
            XcenterP = Target.Location.X 
            YcenterP = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    'Randomly triggers change in direction 
    Private Sub Timer3_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles RandomPhiTimer.Tick 
        RandomPhiTimer.Interval = testInterval 
        'Initialize test integer 
        Dim TestInt As New Single 
        TestInt = (Int((8 - 2 + 1) * Rnd() + 2)) 'Lower and upper bounds of test integer [2,8] 
        'Tests Xi to trigger change in direction if Xi > TestInt 
        If xi > TestInt Then 
            PhiTranslation() 'Gets a new phi 
            xi = 0 'Starts the curve over at x = 0 
            XcenterP = currentPointX 'Recenters curve at current point 
            YcenterP = currentPointY 
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        End If 
    End Sub 
    'Chooses Sound files by Latin Square design 
    'Also changes Sound files after time set on soundCueInterval 
    Private Sub Timer4_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles SoundCueTimer.Tick 
        SoundCueTimer.Interval = soundCueInterval / 4 
        If i = 1 Then 
            Me.Visible = False 
            taskState = 4 
            My.Computer.Audio.Stop() 
            AudioFile = "" 
            My.Forms.Instructions.ShowDialog() 
        Else 
            i += 1 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    'Periodic logging 
    Private Sub Timer2_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles LoggingTimer.Tick 
        Dim targetCenter As New Point(Target.Location.X + 25, Target.Location.Y + 25) 
        dist = Distance(MousePosition, targetCenter) 
        LogMain("MainPrac", MousePosition, targetCenter, dist, "N/A", AudioFile) 
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    End Sub 
End Class 
 
Source Code for Target Maintenance Form 
Imports System.Math 
Public Class TargetMaintenance 
    Dim xi, yi, theta, xValue, yValue As Single 
    Dim currentPointX As New Integer 
    Dim currentPointY As New Integer 
    Dim soundInt As New Integer 
    Dim i As Integer = 0 
    Dim dist As Integer 
    'Initializes Timers and Centers Image starting point 
    Private Sub tracking_target_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
        Randomize() 
        xCenter = Me.Size.Width / 2 - 25 
        yCenter = Me.Size.Height / 2 - 25 
        Dim center As New Point(xCenter, yCenter) 
        Target.Location = center 
        Dim lblCenter As New Point(Xcenter - 30, Ycenter + 50) 
        lblDirections.Location = lblCenter 
        MovementTimer.Enabled = False 
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        LoggingTimer.Enabled = False 
        RandomPhiTimer.Enabled = False 
        latinSquare(ID) 
        SoundCueTimer.Enabled = False 
        PhiTranslation() 
        LoggingTimer.Interval = loggingInterval 
        SoundCueTimer.Interval = 1 
    End Sub 
    'Begins Target Movement, Timers, and Logging 
    Private Sub PictureBox1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles Target.Click 
        lblDirections.Visible = False 'Hides directions to "Click on Target to Begin 
        MovementTimer.Enabled = True 
        LoggingTimer.Enabled = True 
        RandomPhiTimer.Enabled = True 
        SoundCueTimer.Enabled = True 
    End Sub 
    'Moves image about a curve 
    Private Sub Timer1_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles MovementTimer.Tick 
        Dim previousLocation As New Point 
        previousLocation = Target.Location 
        xi = xi + 0.01 'Xi increases each time the timer ticks. 
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        yi = Curve(xi) 
        theta = Math.Atan(Yi / Xi) + phi 'polar translation 
        xvalue = Math.Sqrt(xi ^ 2 + yi ^ 2) * Math.Cos(theta) 'rectangular equivalent 
        yvalue = Math.Sqrt(xi ^ 2 + yi ^ 2) * Math.Sin(theta) 'rectangular equivalent 
        currentPointX = (xValue * 75) + xCenter 
        currentPointY = (yValue * 75) + yCenter 
        Dim value As New Point(currentPointX, currentPointY) 
        Target.Location = value 
        'Redirects path if image hits right edge of screen (x-axis) 
        If Target.Location.X > (Me.Size.Width - 50) Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = 3.14 
            xCenter = Target.Location.X 
            yCenter = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
        'Redirects path if image hits left edge of screen (x-axis) 
        If Target.Location.X < 1 Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = 0 
            xCenter = Target.Location.X 
            yCenter = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
        'Redirects path if image hits bottom of screen (y-axis) 
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        If Target.Location.Y > (Me.Size.Height - 50) Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = -1.5 
            xCenter = Target.Location.X 
            yCenter = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
        'Redirects path if image hits top of screen (y-axis) 
        If Target.Location.Y < 1 Then 
            xi = 0 
            phi = 1.5 
            xCenter = Target.Location.X 
            yCenter = Target.Location.Y 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    'Randomly triggers change in direction 
    Private Sub Timer3_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles RandomPhiTimer.Tick 
        RandomPhiTimer.Interval = TestInterval 
        'Initialize test integer 
        Dim TestInt As New Single 
        TestInt = (Int((8 - 2 + 1) * Rnd() + 2)) 'Lower and upper bounds of test integer [2,8] 
        'Tests Xi to trigger change in direction if Xi > TestInt 
        If Xi > TestInt Then 
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            PhiTranslation() 'Gets a new phi 
            xi = 0 'Starts the curve over at x = 0 
            Xcenter = currentPointX 'Recenters curve at current point 
            yCenter = currentPointY 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    'Chooses Sound files by Latin Square design 
    'Also changes Sound files after time set on soundCueInterval 
    Private Sub Timer4_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles SoundCueTimer.Tick 
        SoundCueTimer.Interval = soundCueInterval 
        If i = 5 Then 
            LoggingTimer.Enabled = False 
            FileClose(1) 
            taskState = 5 
            My.Computer.Audio.Stop() 
            Me.Close() 
            My.Forms.WebBrowser2.Show() 
        Else 
            My.Computer.Audio.Stop() 
            PlayMusic(stimuliOrder(1, i)) 
        End If 
        i += 1 
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    End Sub 
    'Periodic logging 
    Private Sub Timer2_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles LoggingTimer.Tick 
        Dim targetCenter As New Point(Target.Location.X + 25, Target.Location.Y + 25) 
        dist = Distance(MousePosition, targetCenter) 
        LogMain("Main", MousePosition, targetCenter, dist, "N/A", AudioFile) 
    End Sub 
End Class 
 
Source Code for Demographics Web Browser Form 
Public Class BrowserForm Private Sub urlTimer_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, 
_ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles urlTimer.Tick 
        If WebBrowser1.Url() = Nothing Then 
            urlTimer.Enabled = False 
            Me.Visible = False 'Closes browser window 
            My.Forms.Instructions.ShowDialog() 
        End If 
    End Sub 
    Private Sub WebBrowser1_DocumentCompleted(ByVal sender As System.Object, 
_ByVal e As System.Windows.Forms.WebBrowserDocumentCompletedEventArgs) 
_Handles WebBrowser1.DocumentCompleted 
        urlTimer.Enabled = True 
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    End Sub 
End Class 
 
Source Code for Affect Rating Web Browser Form 
Public Class WebBrowser2 
    Private Sub WebBrowser1_DocumentCompleted(ByVal sender As System.Object, 
_ByVal e As System.Windows.Forms.WebBrowserDocumentCompletedEventArgs) 
_Handles WebBrowser1.DocumentCompleted 
        urlTimer.Enabled = True 
    End Sub 
    Private Sub Timer1_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
_System.EventArgs) Handles urlTimer.Tick 
        If WebBrowser1.Url() = Nothing Then 
            urlTimer.Enabled = False 
            Me.Visible = False 'Closes browser window 
            taskState = 6 
            My.Forms.Instructions.ShowDialog() 
        End If 
    End Sub 
End Class 
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Appendix B 
Text of Dialogue-No-Response Stimulus 
Untitled Essay by Rocky Cordray 
 I'm typing. It is an old meditation. My fingers above the keys, my face toward the 
screen. This is humanity, and if it isn't, then this is what humanity longs to be. A part of 
the computer. A participant in the computation. 
Type it in, print it out. A person with their papers, walking around trying to prove 
that they are one with machines. We hire these people. We hire them to place them in a 
cubicle and dictate their meditations. 
The mouse clicks disappear into their consciousness. These are the seeds that Paul 
talked about in Corinthians. They are sewn in corruption, raised in incorruption. The 
mouse clicks are transmuted into a yearly raise. 
This is where I am. I'm in the cubicle. The incubator. And this building is Jonah's 
whale. They let me leave at the end of the day, but they know I'll return. They know I'll 
come back to the only place I fit in. 
As I delete the characters, I must not mourn them. The cursor creates them and 
makes them disappear. The cursor is Alpha and Omega. But shall I shut off my emotions 
completely? I think not. No, instead of mourning their annihilation I shall relish it. I shall 
revel in the role of destroyer. 
I embody the human cursor. The keystrokes that cleanse and bleach are 
"backspace" and "delete". They take me back whenever I need to go back. They are time 
machines. 
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But I am also a creator, pressing the letter keys. Dancing out the world trapped in my 
fingers. The universe seething beneath these begrimed fingernails... attached to these 
hands. These hands of the bastard. 
Even better than the annihilation keys or the keys of creation is the "insert" key. It 
destroys and creates all at once. A killer and a mother in a single stroke. 
It is a key that changes every other key into creator/destroyer. It has that much 
influence. It is the forgotten transformer. 
Sometimes I write an entire page or prose, then press the insert key and start again 
at the beginning. Solely for the purpose of replacing it. It feels like the old draft is 
inserted into my consciousness at the moment that I create the new. This helps me 
remember. This makes destruction worth while. 
I feel that this is my duty. I feel it ripping it's way out of me. Every once in 
awhile, the page even bleeds. It bleeds from death and birth. The stoning and the labor. 
The page knows the adulteress and the mother. The prophetess and the she-
heretic. The doll and the actress. It is an old friend to women. It is my mediator. In this 
way, it is like the mirror and the screen. The cursor inserts. And every time I meet a 
woman, I erase and create her. 
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Appendix C 
Dialogue-Response Stimuli 
Target Location Task Questions  
1. What was the name of your High School? 
2. What did you eat for dinner two days ago? 
3. What is your favorite class? 
4. What is the name of the current Vice President? 
5. What are the last 4 digits of your student ID number?  
6. Briefly describe your typical morning routine. 
 7. Briefly describe your plans after graduation. 
 8. Briefly describe what you consider to be a perfect vacation. 
Target Tracking Task Questions 
1. What is 120 plus 43? 
 2. What is the last movie you saw? 
 3. Where were you born? 
 4. How do you spell the word dictionary? 
 5. What is your favorite song? 
6. Briefly describe why you chose to attend Pacific University. 
 7. Briefly describe the steps involved in going to a restaurant. 
 8. Briefly describe your ideal first date. 
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Appendix D 
Informed Consent Form 
 
1. Study Title 
 
The Influence of Auditory Stimulation on Visual Targeting Performance 
 
2. Study Personnel 
 
 
3. Study Location and Dates 
 
The study is expected to begin November 2008, and to be completed by July 2009.  All 
study information will be collected via computer located at the School of Professional 
Psychology, Suite 560, within the College of Health Professions, Pacific University.   
 
4. Study Invitation and Purpose 
 
This project is aimed at detailing the influence that various forms of auditory stimulation 
will have on the performance of visual tasks.  Specifically, the influence of auditory 
stimulation on visual target tracking will be examined within this study. 
 
5. Study Materials and Procedures  
 
In this study, you will be asked to complete a brief demographic survey.  Once this is 
complete, you will be seated in front of a desktop computer and use the mouse to select 
and/or track a moving target box that appears on the screen.  Sometimes, music or 
conversation (or nothing) will be playing through headphones that you will be wearing as 
you do this.  It should only take about 30 minutes to complete your participation in the 
study. 
 
6. Participant Characteristics and Exclusionary Criteria  
You are eligible to participate in this study because you are a current student of Pacific 
University with normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing.  To participate in this 
study, you must be at least 18 years of age.   
 
 Principle Investigator Student Researcher  
Name Shawn Davis, Ph.D. Mark Noakes  
Institution Pacific University Pacific University  
Program School of Professional Psychology 
School of Professional 
Psychology  
Email  davissh@pacificu.edu Noak4982@pacificu.edu  
Telephone  503-352-7319 503-352-7319  
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7. Anticipated Risks and Steps Taken to Avoid Them 
 
Your participation in this project involves no foreseeable risks.  Neither the visual nor the 
auditory presentations should not cause you any discomfort, but if discomfort occurs, 
you can notify the researcher and he will take steps to immediately eliminate any 
discomfort.  You do not have to answer any question or engage in any task that you do 
not wish to perform.   
 
8. Anticipated Direct Benefits to Participants  
 
There are no direct benefits to you for your participation in this study. Your participation, 
however, will allow researchers to gain a better understanding of the interrelationship 
between auditory and visual forms of information. 
 
9. Clinical Alternatives (i.e., alternative to the proposed procedure) that may be 
advantageous to participants 
Not applicable.  
 
10. Participant Payment  
Not applicable. 
 
11. Medical Care and Compensation In the Event of Accidental Injury 
During your participation in this project it is important to understand that you are not a 
Pacific University clinic patient or client, nor will you be receiving medical care as a result 
of your participation in this study. If you are injured during your participation in this study 
and it is not due to negligence by Pacific University, the researchers, or any organization 
associated with the research, you should not expect to receive compensation or medical 
care from Pacific University, the researchers, or any organization associated with the 
study.  
12. Adverse Event Reporting Plan  
 
All visual and auditory stimuli will be presented at a level deemed comfortable by the 
research participant.  If the study participant experiences continued discomfort during 
the study procedure after these steps are taken, their participation will be ended. 
 
Should an unexpected and adverse reaction occur during the study procedure, 
participation will be ended immediately and the Pacific University Institutional Review 
Board will be contacted.  Consultation with the IRB will be sought before any additional 
individuals are allowed to participate. 
 
13. Promise of Privacy  
 
The records of this study will be kept private. Results from your participation will be 
available only to the researchers themselves.  If a publication or other educational use 
results from this study and case reports are presented, all identifying material will be 
substantially modified so that your identity will be safeguarded.  Your participation in this 
project is strictly confidential. This informed consent document will be kept separate from 
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any data collected. If the results of this study are to be presented or published, we will 
not include any information that will make it possible to identify you as an individual.  
 
14. Voluntary Nature of the Study  
 
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations 
with Pacific University. There are no costs to you for your participation other than the 
time involved in completing the surveys.  If you choose not to participate, you are free to 
withdraw at any time; withdrawal will not result in penalty.  Participation in this project is 
voluntary and the only other alternative to this project is non-participation. If you decide 
to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without 
prejudice or negative consequences. 
 
15. Contacts and Questions 
 
The researcher(s) will be happy to answer any questions you may have at any time during the 
course of the study. Complete contact information for the researchers is noted on the first page of 
this form. If the study in question is a student project, please contact the faculty advisor. If you are 
not satisfied with the answers you receive, please call Pacific University’s Institutional Review 
Board, at (503) 352 – 2112 to discuss your questions or concerns further. All concerns and 
questions will be kept in confidence.  
 
16. Statement of Consent  
I have read and understand the above. All my questions have been answered. I am 18 
years of age or over and agree to participate in the study. I have been offered a copy of 
this form to keep for my records.  
 
Participant’s Signature                                                                                            Date 
 
 
Investigator’s Signature                                                                                           Date 
 
17. Participant contact information 
 
This contact information is required in case any issues arise with the study and 
participants need to be notified and/or to provide participants with the results of the study 
if they wish.  
 
Would you like to have a summary of the results after the study is completed?  ___Yes 
____No 
 
Participant’s name: (Please Print)       
 
Street address:               
 
Telephone:                
 
Email:                    
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Appendix E 
On-Screen Instructions Given to Participants for Each Task 
Target Location Practice 
A target will appear at a random location on the computer screen. As quickly as 
you can move the cursor on the computer screen (by moving the computer mouse) to the 
location of the target and click the left mouse button once the cursor is directly over the 
target. Once you click the mouse the target will move to the next random point on the 
screen. During the practice trials to follow, both the response time and accuracy will be 
recorded. Click the "Practice" button below to begin. 
Target Location  
Great job! Now you will encounter more random targets identical to those 
presented during the practice trials. During these testing trials auditory stimuli will be 
presented via headphones while you perform the target location task. There will be five 
different audio conditions presented randomly: no-audio, simple-music, complex-music, 
podcast, and engaging-audio. During the engaging-audio condition you will be asked a 
series of questions. You will hear 3 beeps before each question is asked. For each of the 
first 5 questions you will be given about 4 seconds to respond. For each of the final 3 
questions you will be given about 20 seconds to respond. Please respond to the questions 
as thoroughly as you can in within the time limit. Good luck! 
Target Tracking Practice 
A moving target, beginning at the center of the computer screen, will follow a 
random path around the screen. As the target moves trace the movement of the target 
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along its path with the crosshair controlled by the computer mouse. During the practice 
trial to follow accuracy will be recorded. Click the "Practice" button below to begin. 
Target Tracking 
Great Job! Now you will encounter another moving target similar to the one 
presented during the practice trial. During this testing trial auditory stimuli will be 
presented via headphones while you perform the target maintenance task. There will be 
five different audio conditions presented randomly: no-audio, simple-music, complex-
music, podcast, and engaging-audio. During the engaging-audio condition you will be 
asked a series of questions. You will hear 3 beeps before each question is asked. For each 
of the first 5 questions you will be given about 4 seconds to respond. For each of the final 
3 questions you will be given about 20 seconds to respond. Please respond to the 
questions as thoroughly as you can in within the time limit. Good luck! 
Thank You 
Thank you for your participation! You are AWESOME! Music: Remixed version 
of 26 Ghosts III by Nine Inch Nails used with permission under Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license. Original story by Rocky Cordray.  Read 
by Joshua Alder. Questions read by Joshua Alder. Sound Design: Mark Noakes 
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Appendix F 
Demographic Questionnaire 
Please respond to each of the following… 
Age:______ 
Gender:_______ Male ________ Female 
Do you have normal or corrected to normal hearing? ______Yes ______No 
Do you have normal or corrected to normal vision? ______Yes ______No 
Handedness: ______ Left Handed ______ Right Handed 
How many hours per week do you normally spend at the computer? ______ Hours 
How many hours per week do you normally engage in video game play? ______ Hours 
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Appendix G 
Exit Survey 
How enjoyable did you find the music? 
 Not enjoyable at all      
Extremely 
enjoyable 
Please select:        
 
How accurate do you think you were?  
 Not accurate at all      
Extremely 
accurate 
Please select:        
 
How distracted were you?  
 Not distracted at all      
Extremely 
distracted 
Please select:        
 
How interested were you in the conversation?  
 Not interested at all      
Extremely 
interested 
Please select:        
 
How engaging were the questions presented during the task? 
 Not engaging at all      
Extremely 
engaging 
Please select:        
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